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Software’s Dual RoleSoftware’s Dual RoleSoftware s Dual RoleSoftware s Dual Role

Software is a productSoftware is a productSoftware is a productSoftware is a product
Delivers computing potentialDelivers computing potential
Produces, manages, acquires, modifies, displays, or transmits Produces, manages, acquires, modifies, displays, or transmits 
informationinformation

Software is a Software is a vehiclevehicle for delivering a productfor delivering a product
S t di tl id t f ti litS t di tl id t f ti litSupports or directly provides system functionalitySupports or directly provides system functionality
Controls other programs (e.g., an operating system)Controls other programs (e.g., an operating system)
Effects communications (e.g., networking software)Effects communications (e.g., networking software)ec s co u ca o s (e g , e o g so a e)ec s co u ca o s (e g , e o g so a e)
Helps build other software (e.g., software tools)Helps build other software (e.g., software tools)
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What is Software?What is Software?

Software is a set of items or objects 
that form a “configuration” that 
includes 

•  programs 
•  documents

a
•  data ... 
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What is Software?What is Software?

ft i i dft i i dsoftware is engineeredsoftware is engineered
software doesn’t wear outsoftware doesn’t wear out

ft i lft i lsoftware is complexsoftware is complex
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Wear vs. DeteriorationWear vs. Deterioration

Failure

increased failure
rate due to side effects

rate

change

actual curve

idealized curve

Time
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Legacy SoftwareLegacy SoftwareLegacy SoftwareLegacy Software
Why must it change?

software must be software must be adaptedadapted to meet the needs of new to meet the needs of new 
computing environments or technology.computing environments or technology.

ft t bft t b h dh d t i l tt i l tsoftware must be software must be enhancedenhanced to implement new to implement new 
business requirements.business requirements.
software must be software must be extended to make it interoperableextended to make it interoperablepp
with other more modern systems or databases.with other more modern systems or databases.
software must be software must be rere--architectedarchitected to make it viable to make it viable 
within a network environmentwithin a network environmentwithin a network environmentwithin a network environment.
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Software Evolution (1/2)Software Evolution (1/2)
The Law of The Law of Continuing Change Continuing Change (1974): (1974): 

EE--type systems must be continually adaptedtype systems must be continually adaptedEE--type systems must be continually adapted type systems must be continually adapted 
They become progressively less satisfactory otherwiseThey become progressively less satisfactory otherwise

The Law of The Law of Increasing Complexity Increasing Complexity (1974):  (1974):  g p yg p y ( )( )
As an EAs an E--type system evolves, its complexity increases unless work type system evolves, its complexity increases unless work 
is done to maintain or reduce it (refactoring)is done to maintain or reduce it (refactoring)

Th L fTh L f C ti f O i ti lC ti f O i ti lThe Law of The Law of Conservation of Organizational Conservation of Organizational 
Stability Stability (1980):  (1980):  

The average effective global activity rate in an evolving EThe average effective global activity rate in an evolving E typetypeThe average effective global activity rate in an evolving EThe average effective global activity rate in an evolving E--type type 
system is invariant over product lifetime.system is invariant over product lifetime.
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Source:  Lehman, M., et al, “Metrics and Laws of Software Evolution—The Nineties View,” 
Proceedings of the 4th International Software Metrics Symposium (METRICS '97), IEEE, 1997, can be 
downloaded from: http://www.ece.utexas.edu/~perry/work/papers/feast1.pdf



Software Evolution (2/2)Software Evolution (2/2)

The Law of The Law of Conservation of Familiarity Conservation of Familiarity (1980): (1980): 
A EA E t t l ll i t d ith it d lt t l ll i t d ith it d lAs an EAs an E--type system evolves all associated with it, developers, type system evolves all associated with it, developers, 
sales personnel, users, for example, must maintain mastery of its sales personnel, users, for example, must maintain mastery of its 
content and behavior to achieve satisfactory evolution. content and behavior to achieve satisfactory evolution. 

Th f th i t l th i i i t thTh f th i t l th i i i t thTherefore, the average incremental growth remains invariant as the Therefore, the average incremental growth remains invariant as the 
system evolvessystem evolves

The Law of The Law of Continuing Growth Continuing Growth (1980):  (1980):  gg ( )( )
The functional content of EThe functional content of E--type systems must be continually type systems must be continually 
increased to maintain user satisfaction over their lifetime.increased to maintain user satisfaction over their lifetime.

The Law ofThe Law of Declining QualityDeclining Quality (1996):(1996):The Law of The Law of Declining Quality Declining Quality (1996): (1996): 
The quality of EThe quality of E--type systems will appear to be declining unless type systems will appear to be declining unless 
they are rigorously maintained and adapted to operational they are rigorously maintained and adapted to operational y g y p py g y p p
environment changes.environment changes.
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Source:  Lehman, M., et al, “Metrics and Laws of Software Evolution—The Nineties View,” 
Proceedings of the 4th International Software Metrics Symposium (METRICS '97), IEEE, 1997, can be 
downloaded from: http://www.ece.utexas.edu/~perry/work/papers/feast1.pdf



Management MythsManagement MythsManagement MythsManagement Myths
Myth: We already have standards and procedures for building software, 
won't that provide my people with everything they need to know?

Reality: The book of standards may very well exist but is it used? In many casesReality: The book of standards may very well exist, but is it used? In many cases, 
the answer to the following questions is "no.“

Are software practitioners aware of its existence? 
Does it reflect modern software engineering practice? 
Is it complete? 
Is it streamlined to improve time to delivery while still maintaining a focus on quality? 

Myth: If we get behind schedule, we can add more programmers and catch 
upup 

Reality: Software development is not a mechanistic process like manufacturing. 
In the words of Brooks [BRO75]: "adding people to a late software project makes 
it later“  

Myth: If I decide to outsource the software project to a third party, I can just 
relax and let that firm build it.

Reality: If an organization does not understand how to manage and control 
software projects internally it will invariably struggle when it outsources softwaresoftware projects internally, it will invariably struggle when it outsources software 
projects.
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Customer MythsCustomer MythsCustomer MythsCustomer Myths
Myth: A general statement of objectives is 
sufficient to begin writing programs—wesufficient to begin writing programs—we 
can fill in the details later.

Reality: A poor up-front definition is the 
major cause of failed software efforts. A 
f fformal and detailed description of the 
information domain, function, behavior, 
performance, interfaces, design constraints, 
and validation criteria is essential. These 
characteristics can be determined only after 
thorough communication between customer 
and developer.

Myth: Project requirements continuallyMyth: Project requirements continually 
change, but change can be easily 
accommodated because software is flexible.

Reality: It is true that software requirements 
h b t th i t f h i ithchange, but the impact of change varies with 

the time at which it is introduced. 
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Practitioner’s MythsPractitioner’s MythsPractitioner s MythsPractitioner s Myths
Myth: Once we write the program and get it to work, our job is done.

Reality: Someone once said that "the sooner you begin 'writing code', the longer it'll take 
t t d " I d t d t ([LIE80] [JON91] [PUT97]) i di t th t b t 60 dyou to get done." Industry data ([LIE80], [JON91], [PUT97]) indicate that between 60 and 

80 percent of all effort expended on software will be expended after it is delivered to the 
customer for the first time.

Myth: Until I get the program "running" I have no way of assessing its quality.
Reality: One of the most effective software quality assurance mechanisms can be 
applied from the inception of a project—the formal technical review. Software reviews 
are more effective than testing for finding certain classes of software defects.

Myth: The only deliverable work product for a successful project is the working 
program.

Reality: A working program is only one part of a software configuration that includes 
many elements. Documentation provides a foundation for successful engineering and, 
more important, guidance for software support. 

Myth: Software engineering will make us create voluminous and unnecessary 
documentation and will invariably slow us down.

Reality: Software engineering is not about creating documents. It is about creating 
quality. Better quality leads to reduced rework. And reduced rework results in faster q y q y
delivery times.
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How a Project Starts (pg 48)How a Project Starts (pg 48)
The scene: 

Meeting room at CPI Corporation, a 
(fictional) company that makes consumer 

of a small matchbook. We can attach 
it to sensors of all kinds, a digital 
camera just about anything Usingproducts for home and commercial use.

The players: 
Mal Golden, senior manager, product 
development;

camera, just about anything. Using 
the 802.11 b wireless protocol. It 
allows us to access the device's 
output without wires. We think it'll development; 

Lisa Perez, marketing manager;
Lee Warren, engineering manager; 
Joe Camalleri, executive VP, business 

p
lead to a whole new generation of 
products.
Joe: You agree, Mal?

development.

The conversation:
Joe: Okay, Lee, what's this I hear 

g ,
Mal: I do. In fact, with sales as flat as 
they've been this year, we need 
something new. Lisa and I have been

about your folks developing a what? 
A generic universal wireless box?
Lee: It's pretty cool, about the size

something new. Lisa and I have been 
doing a little market research, and we 
think we've got a line of products that 
could be big.
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g
Joe: How big... , bottom-line big?



Lee: (jumping in) Engineering's done a 
technical feasibility study of this idea, Joe. 
It's doable at low manufacturing cost. Most 

Mal: (avoiding a direct 
commitment): Tell him about our 
idea, Lisa.

hardware is off the shelf. Software is an 
issue, but it's nothing that we can't do.
Joe: Interesting. Now, I asked about the 

,
Lisa: It's a whole new generation of 
what we call "home management
products " We call 'em SafeHome bottom line.

Mal: PCs have penetrated 60 percent of 
all households in the USA. If we could 

products.  We call em SafeHome. 
They use the new wireless interface, 
provide homeowners or small 
business people with a system that's

price this thing right, it could be a killer-
App. Nobody else has our wireless box--
it's proprietary. We'll have a two-year jump 

th titi R ? M b

business people with a system that s 
controlled by their PC--home 
security, home surveillance, 
appliance and device control. You 

on the competition. Revenue? Maybe as 
much as $30-40 million in the second year.
Joe (smiling): Let's take this to the next 
l l I' i t t d

know, turn down the home air 
conditioner while you're driving 
home, that sort of thing.
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level. I'm interested.


